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Exercises

1.1
1.1.1

In the Catalan space
Enumeration of Av(312)

Find a proof without generating tree that Av(312) is enumerated by the Catalan numbers.
Hint: Considering the final element of a permutation avoiding 312, decompose it into two blocks
which are themselves permutations avoiding 312.
1.1.2

A generating tree for Av(321) (from[Wes95] or [BM02], up to symmetry)

Letting permutations grow on the right, show that the generating tree for Av(321) also corresponds
to the succession rule ΩCat .

1.2

In the Schröder space (from [BDLPP99])

A Schröder path of size n is a lattice path starting at (0, 0), ending at (2n, 0), using up steps (1, 1),
down steps (1, −1) and double flat steps (2, 0), and staying weakly above the x-axis.
We want to find a generating tree for these paths, a corresponding succession rule, and then
derive their generating function using the kernel method.
For this purpose, it is useful to rephrase the generating tree for Dyck path seen in the course.
We have seen that the children of a Dyck path are obtained by inserting a peak in every point of
the last descent. It can be equivalently presented as inserting an up step in every point of the last
descent, and a new down step at the end of the path.
1. Adapting the definition of last descent, and the possible insertions in the points of the last
descent, find a way to generate exactly once all Schröder path of size n + 1 from those of
size n.
Hint: Be careful on where to insert the double flat step. You should do it in a way that
allows to uniquely define the parent of a path.
2. The construction in the previous question defines a generating tree for Schröder paths. Show
that it is encoded by the following rewriting rule:

(2)
ΩSch =
(k)
(k + 1), (3), . . . , (k), (k + 1).
3. Let (sn,k )n≥0,k≥2Pbe the number of Schröder paths of size n and label k.
Let S(x, y) =
sn,k xn y k be the bivariate generating function of Schröder paths.
n≥0,k≥2

Translating the rewriting rule ΩSch into an equation for S(x, y) show that
K(x, y)S(x, y) = y 2 − y 3 + xy 3 S(x, 1),
where K(x, y) = 1 − y − xy + 2xy 2 .
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4. Find the formal power series Y (x) canceling the kernel K(x, y). Substituting it in the
equation above, show that S(x, 1) is the generating function of (large) Schröder numbers,
namely:
√
1 − x − x2 − 6x + 1
.
S(x, 1) =
2x

1.3

In the Motzkin space (from [BDLPP99])

A Motzkin path of size n is a lattice path starting at (0, 0), ending at (n, 0), using up steps (1, 1),
down steps (1, −1) and flat steps (1, 0), and staying weakly above the x-axis.
1. Adapting the construction of the previous exercise, show that a rewriting rule for Motzkin
paths is

(2)
ΩM ot =
(k) (1), (2) . . . , (k − 1)(k + 1).
Hint: For the size to grow of exactly 1, we need to insert only one new step. But we may
also simultaneously transform an existing step and add a new one.
2. Applying the kernel method, show that the generating function for Motzkin paths is that of
the Motzkin numbers, namely,
√
1 − x − 2x2 − 1 − 2x − 3x2
.
M (x) =
2x2

1.4
1.4.1

Generating trees where labels are pairs of integers
Baxter permutations (from [BM02])

A Baxter permutation is a permutation avoiding both patterns 2 41 3 and 3 14 2.
1. Adapting the construction for 2 41 3-avoiding permutations, find a generating tree for Baxter
permutations. Show that the rewriting rule encoding this generating tree is

 (1, 1)
(h, k) (1, k + 1), . . . , (h, k + 1)
ΩBax =

(h + 1, 1), . . . , (h + 1, k).
2. Can you find an equivalent characterization of the active sites (hence of the labels)?
(Note: answer to 2 is not necessary to solve 3!)
Hint: Use the characterization of the active sites in Av(312) as inspiration.
3. Translate the rewriting rule into a functional equation for the trivariate generating function
of Baxter permutations. Put this equation in kernel form.
4. Apply the obstinate kernel method to obtain an expression for the bivariate generating
function of Baxter permutation according to the size and the number of RtoL-maxima.
1.4.2

Strong-Baxter permutations (from [BGRR18])

A strong-Baxter permutation is a permutation avoiding all three patterns 2 41 3, 3 14 2 and 3 41 2.
1. Similarly to the case of Baxter permutations, find a generating tree for these permutations.
Find the rewriting rule encoding this generating tree.
2. Translate the rewriting rule into a functional equation for the trivariate generating function
of Av(2 41 3, 3 14 2, 3 41 2). Put this equation in kernel form.
3. What do you observe when looking for the involutions leaving the kernel invariant?
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1.5

Encoding of uniform pattern-avoiding permutations as conditioned
random walks (from [Bor21a])

Recall that permutations in Av(1423, 4123) grow according to the rewriting rule

(2)
ΩSch =
(k)
(k + 1)B , (3), . . . , (k), (k + 1)T .
Therefore, there is a bijective correspondence between permutations σ of size n in Av(1423, 4123)
and sequences of n labels (`1 , `2 , . . . , `n ) such that `1 = 2 and `i+1 is among the children produced
from label `i according to ΩSch . Noticing that every label at least 3 produces exactly one child with
label 3, we can equivalently encode σ of size ≥ 2 as the sequence of n+1 labels (`1 , `2 , . . . , `n , `n+1 )
with `n+1 = 3. We set F (σ) = (`1 , `2 , . . . , `n , `n+1 ).
Consider the set of jumps J = Z≤0 ∪{(+1)B , (+1)T }.√Consider also the probability distribution
(ξy )y∈J on the jumps given by ξy = p · q y for p = 3 − 2 2 and q = 2−1√2 .
Let σn be a uniform random permutation among those of size n avoiding 4123 and 1423.
Show that F (σn ) has the same distribution as the random walk (Xi )i≥1 for the jump distribution given above, conditioned to take value 2 at time 1, value 3 at time n + 1 and to take values
at least 3 at any time 2 ≤ t ≤ n.
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Non-exhaustive list of references
• Early articles of J. West: [Wes95, Wes96], see also his PhD thesis [Wes90].
• Early articles of the Florentine group (R. Pinzani, E. Barcucci, A. Del Lungo, . . . ): [BDLPP95,
BDLPP98, BDLP99, BDLPP99], see also the survey [Pin05] (even just the one-page abstract
which gives historical context).
• Examples with complicated rewriting rules (labels of varrying size): [DGW96, DGG98, Sta94,
BG14]
• An (implicit) generating-tree bijection (between plane bipolar orientations and Baxter permutations) made explicit: [BBMF08].
• Enumeration by generating trees of many Schröder permutation classes: [Kre00, Kre03].
• Link between type of rewriting rule and nature of the generating function: [BBMD+ 02].
• Enumeration using generating trees where labels are pairs of integers: [BM02, BGRR18]
• Probabilistic results involving generating trees with one-dimensional labels: [Bor21a]
• Probabilistic results involving generating trees with two-dimensional labels: [BM22] (although the encoding as two-dimensional walks chosen is not described by generating trees)
and [Bor21c, Bor21b]
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